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Introduction
This information introduces the main customization features of the MaxChat Administration portal. It explores the
user interface and introduces the most commonly-used features.
Related documentation:
•

MaxChat Design Studio Guide describes how you can customize the colors, fonts, fields, and content of
visitor-facing elements such as the chat box.

•

MaxChat Analytics Reports documents the various reports on the Analytics tab, explaining how to filter
reports and export data.

•

MaxChat Agent Guide is provided for your agents (users who engage in chats with your customers or associates).

Your MaxChat service includes these components:
•

Administration portal – This is where you (an administrator) configure global settings for the service.

•

Agent portal – This is where your agents interact with customers, in chat sessions

•

Customer-facing chat windows – These are the elements that your customers see – chat buttons, chat
windows to converse with your agents, and so on.
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Logging into the Admin Portal
When your MaxChat service was set up, you automatically received an email with your login name and password.
This email will have included a link to your MaxChat Administration Portal.

Getting Around in the Admin Portal
In this portal you can configure your chat groups (called Widgets) and customize many general aspects of the service itself.
In general, you first pick a widget on the left, and then you choose an option on a tab to customize it.
Select a widget here…

...then select a tab to configure it.
Any subtabs will appear here.

Click this button to
save any changes.

When you are making changes to your account options, make sure that you click the green Save Changes button in
the bottom right corner of the page.

A Word About Widgets
A widget is, essentially, a chatgroup. Widgets have agents, who have conversations (chats) with visitors. Widgets
also have admins, who can manage some aspects of the widget. Most of this guide describes how to customize
widgets.

The Configuration Tabs
The following main tabs offer groups of options:
•

Dashboard – This is Chat Monitor page, where you can track all chat activity for that widget.

•

Logs – The Logs area shows all of the Chat Logs for the selected widget (including information such as
date, time, visitor email, browser, survey comments, link to chat transcripts, and so on.
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•

Analytics – The Analytics section is broken into four main sections: Overview, Agent Performance (including Response times, Chat Duration, Agent Availability, Post-Chat Survey Results and Transfers), Visitor Information (Environment, Pages, and Audience) and Visitor Experience (Wait, Queue).

•

Permissions – This is where you can give users permission to configure agents, to change settings, to view
reports, and more.

•

Settings – The Settings tab is divided into several subsections:
o

Agent Settings – Here, you add or remove agents from the widget and update agent information. You can also configure chat routing, agent reassignment, and schedules.

o

Get the code – Where you copy the script that puts the chat button for this widget into your web
page.

o

Integrations – Where you can configure Integrations for this particular widget, along with
Knowledgebases and Plugins connections. You also can configure where to send chat transcriptions for this widget.

o

Options – Where you can rename this widget, set various privacy levels, set alerts, enable and
configure file exchange options between your customers and your agents, and configure data
transfer security options.

o

Channels – This is where you can add SMS DID numbers to widgets and configure other communication channels.

o

Proactive chat – Here, you configure proactive messages for this widget, to be sent at the intervals that you prefer.

o

Hub – Where you can configure labels. Labels are a way to agents to categorize information that
is sent to your CRM or in log data.

o

My Account – This is where you can update your Admin account and set user password requirement for higher security. You can change your password here.

Putting the Code into your Web Page
As part of your MaxChat deployment, the code for your Chat Now button for each widget may have been already
provided to your team. This code can be retrieved as needed.
1.

Choose the widget and then select Settings > Get the Code.

2.

You can get the code in two ways:
•

To email the code, and the instructions, to an IT admin, click Email the Code and Instructions. Then
provide the email address and click the Send button. This sends an email with the code, along with
instructions on where to place the code, to that person’s email address.

•

To copy the code, so that you can paste it either into the web page code or email it, click Copy to
Clipboard.
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Updating Your Account Information or Password
You can update your account information and password as needed; select My Account.
Enter or edit the information and click Save Changes.
To change your password, click select My Account and then click Change Password. Enter your old password and
then a new one.

Security and Data Retention Options
MaxChat offers various security options, including rules for the types of files that can be exchanged between
agents and customer, and data transfer options.

File Exchange Options
File Exchange is only available via the Chat Portal and is not supported for agents set up with Google Talk accounts.
The maximum file upload size is 32 MB.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Options.
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2.

Under File Exchange, indicate your preferences. Save your changes.
File Exchange Option

Description

Enable file upload for agents

Allows your agents to upload files

Enable file request for visitors
Restrict file types

Allows you to place some restrictions on what type of files
can be exchanged between agents and visitors.

To specify a custom list of files to allow (or to restrict),
1.

Check the Only prevent… or the Only allow… option.

2.

Under File Type, pull down the menu and choose a file type. Then click the +Add button. That file type
should now appear on a separate line.

3.

Repeat the above step to add additional file types to the Prevent or Allow list.
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4.

If you need to remove a file type from the list, click the Trash icon beside that file type.

5.

Save your changes.

Data Transfer Security Options
All communications between the web client and servers are SSL encrypted as well as being encrypted with our own
algorithms. All secure data is deleted when a chat is closed and/or transferred, as well as when the chat portal is
reloaded by an agent.
No secure data is saved in chat transcripts.
This feature is not HIPAA compliant. Please disable the feature if your business needs to remain HIPAA compliant.
You can specify which types of secure data your agents can collect from visitors.
1.

Select Settings > Options.

2.

Select which types of data you want agents to be able to request from visitors. Save your changes. Any
form that you did not select will not be available to agents during chats with visitors.

If you enable any of these forms, agents can send a secure data transfer request to a visitor. Agents do this by
clicking the Secure Data Transfer button in their agent portal. A pop-up will show agents which forms can be collected. After the secure data has been collected from the visitor, the agent will receive a system message indicating that the request has been sent to the visitor. These messages are stored in the chat transcript.
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When the visitor receives the secure data request form, they will see the form in their chat window. When they
provide the information, they see an acknowledgement that the agent has received the information.

Enforce Encryption (SSL) to View Support Request
If this option is selected, you must view cases in logs by using https (rather than http).
1.

Select Settings > Options.

2.

Under Extra Security, select the option Enforce encryption (SSL) to view support request.

Require Sign-in to View Support Request
You can require an admin to sign in before reviewing admin logs; if you do not enable this option, then anyone
with the link can view information.
3.

Select Settings > Options.

4.

Under Extra Security, check the option Require sign in to view support requests. Save your changes.

Filter Credit Card Numbers from Transcripts
Enable this option if you want transcripts to have any credit card numbers entered within the chat to be replaced
with X’s.
1.

Select Settings > Options.

2.

Under Extra Security check the option Filter credit card numbers from transcripts. Save your work.

Specify What Types of Visitor Data to Show and Store
You can choose whether to store the visitor IP and location, and whether to show agents any previous chats with a
visitor.
1.

Select Settings > Options.

2.

For the Privacy option, check or clear the options for storing a visitor’s IP address and/or their location.

3.

Check or clear the option for displaying previous chat sessions to an agent. Save your changes.
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Set Data Removal Options
To set various options about data retention,
1.

Select Settings > Options.

2.

In the Data Removal section, choose your retention options and save your changes.
Data Removal Option

Description

Delete visitor data after it is successfully sent to the destination
Erase chat and visitor data after a period of time

To enable automatic data removal, check this option and
then specify how long to keep data before removing it.

Enable GDPR Compliance Approval Bot
You can enable a chatbot that requests approval from website visitors for approval before a chat session can
begin.
To enable this chatbot and customize the verbiage that appears to visitors,
1.

Select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Assignment.

2.

In the Approval Bot section, check the box to enable this chatbot.
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3.

Customize the options and fields as needed, and then save your work.
Approval Bot Option

Description

Require approval from visitors
located in

Select which groups of users should be shown the approval
bot.

Legal text

This field is the legal text that you want to show to visitors.
The field has placeholder text; edit the text as needed.
Text – This phrase explains what options the visitor has. Edit
the placeholder text as needed.

Accept/decline

Accept words – The word or phrase the visitor can type to
grant approval and begin a chat session.
Decline words – The word or phrase that the visitor can type
to deny approval and stop the chat process.

Declined text

The text that appears if the visitor chooses not to continue
with the chat. Edit the phrase as needed.

Response not recognized

The text that appears to the visitor if the user does not type
an appropriate response to the approval request.

Administrator Accounts
There are several standard administrative roles that are included with MaxChat. You can see the descriptions and
permissions for these predefined roles by selecting Permissions > Account Roles.
•

Reporter

•

Team supervisor
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•

Manager

•

Administrator

•

Temporary role.

You can add custom roles as needed, and then assign administrative users to those roles.

Defining New Roles
If none of the predefined roles in MaxChat fit the types of role you need, you can create a new role:
1.

Selecting Permissions > Account Roles.

2.

Click +Add a Role.

3.

On the next panel, assign a name to the role and select which features that role can perform. Save your
changes.

You should now see the new role in the list on the Account Roles tab.
You can adjust the permissions of a custom role as needed; just click the Edit button for that role.
To delete a custom role, click the Delete button on that row.

About Administrator Accounts
You can see the current Administrators for a widget, and each admin’s role, by choosing the widget and selecting
Permissions > Admins.
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Some notes about admins:
•

A user can be an admin for multiple widgets

•

Widgets can have multiple admins

Adding an Admin to a Widget
To add another administrator to a widget,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Permissions > Admins.

2.

Click +Add an Admin.

3.

Enter the user’s email address, and then select an admin role from the menu. Save your changes.

When you save the change, a notification email is sent to that user’s email address. This email informs then that
they have been added to the MaxChat system, and it provides log-in information for that user’s account. On the
Admins tab, you will notice the state “Pending” for that admin. Once the user has logged in, the status will change
to “Active.”

Changing an Admin’s Role
To switch an admin to a different role,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Permissions > Admins.

2.

Click the email address of that admin. The display will change, offering you several options.

3.

To change this admin to a different role, choose the new role from the pull-down menu. Save your
changes.

Resetting an Admin’s Password
If you need to reset an Admin’s password, or resend the initial notification email,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Permissions > Admins.

2.

Click the email address of that admin. The display will change, offering you several options.

3.

Click the Send password reset email button. The system will send an email to the user, with instructions
to log in and reset the password. Save your changes.
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Removing an Admin from a Widget
You can remove an administrator from a widget; this will not affect any other widgets to which that admin is
assigned.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Permissions > Admins.

2.

Click the email address of that admin. Then click the Delete button. Save your changes.

Agent Accounts
Agents are the users who will engage in conversations (chats) with your visitors.
•

Users can be agents for multiple widgets

•

Widgets can have multiple agents

You can see the agents that are assigned to a widget by choosing the widget and then selecting Settings > Agent
Settings. The Chat Agents subtab shows a list of agents for that widget, along with each agent’s email address.

Adding an Agent to a Widget
To add an agent to a widget,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Agents subtab.

2.

Below the list, click the +Add chat agent button.

3.

Complete the fields and click Save.

Agent Field

Description

Account email

This user’s email address. This address will be used throughout
the system.
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Agent Field

Description

Alias

A display name for this agent. This alias will be displayed in
various places in the MaxChat admin and agent portal. It will
also appear to visitors in chats.

Maximum number of visitor chats

The maximum concurrent chats the system will permit this
agent. This value only affects this agent.

Agent Tags

If you are using tags to route calls, enter or select the tags for
this agent.

Updating Agent Details
To update information about an agent,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Agents subtab.

2.

Locate the agent account and click the Edit button on that row.

3.

Make your changes and click Save.

To remove an agent from a widget, click the Delete button on that row. This will not remove the agent from any
other widgets.

Resending an Activation Email to an Agent
To send another activation email to an agent,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Agents subtab.

2.

Locate the agent account and click the Edit button on that row.

3.

Click the Resend Activation Email button. The system will send an email instructing the agent on how to
log in and change his or her password.

Removing Agents from Widgets
You can remove an agent from a widget; this will not affect any other widgets to which this agent is assigned.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Agents.

2.

On the row for that agent, click the Delete button. Save your changes.

General Chat Options
MaxChat provides many options for handling chat sessions. For example, you can set alerts to notify agents when a
chat starts and customize how long to wait to close an idle chat session.
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Enabling Live Chat Whenever an Agent is Online
You can set MaxChat to enable Live Chat any time that at least one agent is available. If you do not enable this option, then the system will follow the schedule that you set for the widget in the Schedule section.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Agents.

2.

Below the list of agents, check the option Enable real time chat when a Chat Agent is online. Save your
change.

Setting the Default Agent Maximum Chat Limit
You can set a system default for the maximum concurrent chats an agent can work with. New agents will have this
default number assigned to them; you can adjust this value for each agent.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Assignment subtab.

2.

Locate the Maximum chats per Agent section and enter the number of concurrent visitors each agent can
handle. This is a default value; you can adjust each agent’s limit by editing their profile.

3.

Save your changes.

Setting Chat to Unavailable when the Queue Reaches a Defined Limit
You can configure MaxChat to automatically turn off the Live Chat option on the web page when the chat queue
reaches a specific number of visitors.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Assignment subtab.

2.

Locate the Waiting Queue Team Status section.

3.

To limit the length of the queue, check the option Set live chat to unavailable when visitors are waiting in
the queue.

4.

Choose a maximum number of visitors in the queue. When the queue reaches this size, MaxChat will
make live chat unavailable until the queue falls back below that threshold.

5.

Save your changes.

Routing Options for Incoming Chats
You can determine how MaxChat distributes incoming chats:
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Assignment subtab.

2.

Choose the option in the Agent Assignment Settings section that best suits your needs. Save your
changes.
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If you chose the option Automatically assign each incoming chat to a specific chat agent, then chat requests
will not go to all agents. Instead, they will be assigned to agents with the least number of current chats. If all
agents have an equal number of ongoing chats, then the system will randomly assign the chat to an agent.

Alerting Agents When a Chat Begins
To send alerts to online agents when a visitor initiates a chat,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the Agent Alerts section.

3.

Check the checkbox to enable agent alerts.

4.

Enter the text for the alert in the text field.

5.

Choose how to display these alerts to agents. Save your changes.

Adjusting When Idle Chats Will Automatically Be Closed
You can control how long a chat remains idle before the system automatically closes it.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the Chat Idle Time section. Enter how many minutes you want the system to wait before closing
an idle chat session. Save your changes.

Visitor Control Options
You can limit the number of chats each visitor can initiate, and you can ban a visitor from you site for 30 days.

Throttle the number of Chats per Visitor
To reduce spam, you can limit the number of chats each visitor can initiate.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the IP Throttle section and check that option. Save your changes.
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This option allows each visitor to start up to five chats during a 10-minute period. These parameters are not configurable.

Banning a Visitor or an IP Address
Agents can ban a visitor from their Agent Portal by clicking the Ban button. For more details, refer to the MaxChat
Agent Guide.

Priority Tiers
Setting up priority tiers helps bring in additional agents when the chat requests exceed the current tier’s capacity.
As your chat requests increase the system will scale up to the next tier of agents, making them available when they
are needed most.
When you set up priority tiers, all incoming chats in that widget will be routed to agents in Tier 1. Once all the
agents in Tier 1 are maxed out (reached their maximum number of chats) or if all agents in that tier are either
paused or offline, then any new chats will then go to the available and online agents in Tier 2. And when Tier 2 fills
up, new chats will be directed to agents in Tier 3, and so on.

Adding Priority Tiers
To add a priority tier,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings. Select the Chat Agents subtab.

2.

Click the + Add priority tier button. A new tier is added, MaxChat assigns the new tier the next number in
the sequence. For example, if you have only one tier and add another, the system automatically names
the new tier “Tier 2.”

3.

To move an agent to a new tier, click the handle icon to the left of the agent; this icon looks like two vertical rows of dots. The cursor becomes four arrows. Drag the entry to the appropriate tier.

4.

After making your changes, remember to save your work.
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Removing Priority Tiers
To delete a tier, click the tier name and then click the Delete icon.

Chat Reassignment and Transfer Options
You can enable or disable chat reassignment capability and chat transfer ability for each widget.

Enabling Chat Reassignment
If the system sends a chat request to an agent, but that agent does not respond, you can configure MaxChat to
reassign that chat.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Assignment.

2.

Locate the Agent Reassignment section.

3.

Enable the option Enable chat re-assignment.
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4.

Specify how long, in seconds, the system should wait for the agent to respond before redirecting the chat
to another agent.

5.

Enter an email address where you want the system to send a notification of this missed chat.

6.

Choose whether to automatically pause this agent after this missed chat. Save your changes.

Enabling Chats to be Transferred to This Widget
You can control whether you want chats to be transferred from other widgets in your account to this widget.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Assignment.

2.

Locate the Chat Portal transfer section.

3.

Select the option Enable chats to be transferred from other widgets to this widget. Save your change.

Enabling Chats to be Transferred to Other Agents
You can control whether you want chats to be transferred from one agent to another.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Assignment.

2.

In the Chat Portal transfer section, select the option Enable chat transfers between agents. Save your
changes.

Agent Links
With the Agent Links feature, you can display links to your agents in their Chat Portal during a chat. This is a convenient way to provide agents with commonly-used links to web pages such as the company support page, an application log-in page, and other pages that contain information the agent may want to show to the visitor.
Agent links can be text, or they can be URLs.

Creating Agent Links
To create agent links,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the Agent Links section.

3.

Click the + Add a new link button.
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4.

For this new link, enter a name.
•

For text-type links, the name of a link will be visible to the agent on each respective tab on their chat
portal.

•

For URL-type links, in order to see the name, the agent must hover the mouse over the tab.

5.

Select the type: Text or URL.

6.

Enter the value.
•

For text-type links, this will be text.

•

For URL-type links, this will be a valid URL.

7.

Check the option at the top, Display links to Chat Agents when chat starts.

8.

Save your changes.

The following figure shows examples of both types of links.

Widget Options
This section describes other customizations you can make to your widgets.
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Renaming Widgets
If you need to rename a widget,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

In the first option, Widget name, enter a new name. Save your changes.

Setting Live Chat Hours of Operation
You can either set specific hours for your MaxChat service to be available, or you can set your service such that any
time an agent is available for a widget, then that widget’s MaxChat service will automatically be available.
To specify which hours the chat service is available,
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Chat Assignment.

2.

Locate the Schedule section.

3.

Enable the option Set live chat hours of operation.

4.

Select a schedule type, either weekday-weekend or Custom.

5.

Move each slider to indicate the hours you want live chat to be available for this widget.

6.

•

If you chose the Weekday-weekend type, you will have one bar for the weekday schedule, and a second bar for the weekend schedule.

•

If you chose the Custom type, then you will have one bar for each day of the week.

Set the time zone for this schedule. Save your changes.
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Enabling Sneak Peek for Agents
The Sneak-peek feature is a great way to give agents a head-start with their visitor’s questions. It’s a way for the
agent to see what the visitor is typing even before the visitor sends the full message. The agent can see each letter
as the visitor types it, in a lighter, italic, font. The message darkens when the visitor actually clicks Send.
Note that this feature works with the chat portal, but it is not supported on Gtalk or Skype.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Check the Sneak Peek option, Enable Chat portal agents to see what the visitor is typing.

3.

Save your change.

Sending Automatic Thank-you Notes
When a visitor leaves an offline request, you can send them an email message that says “Thank you for submitting
a message to (name of your widget) widget” along with the message that the visitor sent.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

In the Thank you note section, check the option Send an email to requester from…

3.

Enter the email address that you want as the “From” address. Save your changes.

Selecting the Survey Type
You can ask your visitors to rate their chat experience after the chat has ended:
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the Agent Survey section.

3.

Choose the type of survey that you want to present to the visitor. Select each type to see how that type
looks to the visitor.

4.

Save your changes.

To change survey messages, go to the Configure Messages tab (Settings > Design Studio)

Showing Social Media Information
If the visitor has links to social media in their profile, you can show them to the agent in the visitor info area in the
chat portal. Select which social media account you would like your agents to see.
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Options.

2.

In the Social Media Lookup section, select the profiles that you want to show to your agents. Save your
changes.
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Collecting Flash, Java versions from Visitors
To collect information from visitors about which versions of Flash and Java they have installed,
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Options.

2.

In the Collect additional information section, check the option Flash and Java version.

3.

Save your changes.

Collecting Javascript Variables from Visitors
MaxChat automatically collects a lot of data about your visitors, but sometimes it can be useful to collect additional information.
Additional information is collected in the form of Javascript variables, and can be anything you like, such as the
visitor’s logged-in status, the page on your website they’ve visited most, and so on.
Getting the variables set up (either by defining them manually, or placing them in a Pre-chat form), is the first step.
The second step is to identify the variable names within your MaxChat Admin portal, so that they will be imported
into the MaxChat system.
To identify the variables that you want to collect,
1.

select the widget and then choose Settings > Options.

2.

Locate the section Collect Additional Information. Check the option JavaScript variables.

3.

In the text box that opens, enter all of your JavaScript variables. Save your work.

Your variables will not show up in agent transcripts.
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Adding Labels
Labels are a way your agents can categorize chats. You can make labels required; if a label is required, then the
agent must choose a tag for that label before the chat can be closed. Labels can be assigned after the chat has
ended.
Labels can be free-form entries, or you can have the agent select the option from a predefined list.
Following are some examples of labels, with options. You will want to design your labels and their options based
upon the fields in your existing CRM database/
Example label

CallType

PassengerClass

AccountType

Possible options for this label
Support
Warranty
Hardware issue
Software issue
Upgrade
Economy
Economy Plus
Business
First Class
End-user
Reseller
Wholesale

To define labels,
1.

Select the widget and then choose Settings > Hub. The page will show you any labels that have already
been configured for your account.

2.

Click +Add Label. Type a name for the label.

3.

Enter the first option for this label.

4.

Click Edit.

5.

If you want to allow agents to enter custom options for this label, choose Enable Freeform Option.

6.

If you want to allow agents to enter more than one option for this label, choose Allow Multiple Options.
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7.

Click the Add an Option element and type the first option. Press Enter.

8.

To enter additional options, repeat step 6.

9.

To require that the agent choose an option for this label, check the option Require this Label.

10. Save your changes.
You can add as many labels as you need to each widget.

Proactive Chat
Proactive chat is a way to actively reach out and engage targeted visitors on your web site. You can set various
rules, or conditions, to control if and when each proactive chat message appears to specific visitors.
Proactive chats are sent from the agent with the least number of active chats.
Rules can be as simple or as complex as you need, depending upon your business needs. For example, a simple
rule might be that a message appears only if 2 conditions are met: For the first condition, the visitor must have
been on the page for at least one minute. For the second condition, the visitor must be a new visitor on that site.
Only if both conditions are met will the message appear to the visitor.
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You manage proactive chat rules by selecting the widget, and then select Settings > Proactive Chat. Any current
rules will appear on this tab.

To look at a rule on this page, click the View icon on that row, which looks like a magnifying glass. Click the icon
again to close the rule’s details.

About Proactive Chat Rules
Before you create custom proactive chat rules, it will help to learn a bit about the types of conditions that you can
set.
Conditions are based upon a rule type, sometimes an evaluation operator, and a value to compare.
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Here are a few examples:
•

Show the message to visitors who have been on the page for at least one minute and whose IP address is
located in Florida:

•

Show the message to visitors who are coming from a specific web page, who are new visitors, only on
Monday-Friday from 6:00 am to 5:00 PM Pacific time.

You build rules by choosing the options on pull-down menus. The next figure shows some of the rule type options.
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Rule Types
Proactive Chat Rule Type

Description

Page URL

This rule considers the current URL that the visitor is viewing. For example, if
you want this chat to be shown to visitors who are on any of the pages of
your website, you could create the following condition:
Page URL | is exactly | http*//*
You can use the asterisk character as a wildcard.

Coming from URL

This rule considers which page the visitor came from. For example, if you
want this rule to run only if the visitor came from the site Travelocity, you
could create the following condition:
Coming from URL | contains | http://travelocity.com

Search keywords

JavaScript Variable

This rule examines what the user searched for before coming to your site. Be
aware that some search engines have started to hide this information.
If you have predefined Javascript variables, you can choose this rule. Select
the JS variables from the list you want to evaluate on, the operator and the
value you want the proactive chat to execute on. The proactive chat will
prompt if the value of the JS variable matches the rule.
For more on how to predefine JavaScript Variable, see XXX.

Time on page

This rule checks how long the visitor has been on this specific web page.
This rule checks how long the visitor has been on your web site, accumulated
during the visitor’s current browser session.

Time on site

For example, it the visitor spent some time on your site, then visited a different site and then returned, the proactive message could be sent immediately
because the accumulated time on your site condition will have been met.

Country

This rule checks if the visitor’s IP address is located in a specific country.

State

This rule checks if the visitor’s IP address is located in a specific state. We recommend that when you use this rule, you also apply the Country rule, to be
certain that the results will match a US state.

City

This rule checks if the visitor’s IP address is located in a specific city. We recommend that when you use this rule, you also apply the Country and State
rules, because cities can have identical names across states. For example,
there are cities named Fresno in California, Texas, and Ohio.

Language

This rule examines the user’s browser settings.

Time of day

This rule examines the time of day and the day of the week.

New visitor

This rule checks whether this visitor has visited your website in the past,
based upon cookies that have been saved in the visitor’s computer and the
browser.
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Proactive Chat Rule Type

Description

Did the visitor chat before?

This rule evaluates whether the visitor has engaged in a chat session with one
of your agents in the past, based upon cookies that have been saved in the
visitor’s computer and the browser.

Number of pages visited

This rule examines how many pages on your website the visitor has viewed,
based upon cookies that have been saved in the visitor’s computer and the
browser. When using this rule, take into account that the data may not be
100% reliable.

Visitor scrolls to

This rule checks whether or not the visitor scrolled past a certain position on
this web page. The pixels are measured from the top of your screen.

Number of clicks on page

This rule counts the number of times the visitor has clicked something on the
web page.

Is the visitor about to exit?

This rule examines the visitor’s mouse movements and detects whether the
mouse has moved out of the web page and into the browser’s address bar or
menu bar.

Rule Evaluation Operators
Evaluation operators let you compare a condition to your criteria. There are a variety of operators that you can use
in your Proactive chat rules.
Operator Type

Text Operators

Number Operators

Language Operators

Description
•

Is equal to – the source must exactly match your string

•

Contains – the source must contain the specified string

•

Not Contains – the source must not contain the specified string

•

Begins with – the source must begin with the specified string

•

Ends with – the source must end with the specified string

•

Match regex – the source will be compared with a regular expression, Regex
(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression); when creating your
regular expression, do not add the forward slashes; the system adds those for
you

•

Equals – the source value must exactly match your value

•

Not equals – the source value can be anything except your value

•

Greater than – the source value must be larger than your value

•

Less than – the source value must be smaller than your value

•

Equal or greater than – the source value must be equal to or larger than your
value

•

Equal or less than – the source value must be equal to or smaller than your
value

•

Preferred – the main preferred language of the visitor’s browser settings must
match your language option
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Operator Type

Description
•

Accepted – the language you choose must appear in the browser setting’s list

•

Not accepted – the language you choose does not appear in the browser settings’ list

Creating a Proactive Chat Rule
1.

Select the widget, and then select Settings > Proactive Chat.

2.

Click the Add proactive chat configuration button. The next panel opens; this is where you will configure
the rules for this proactive chat.

3.

Select a Rule type. See Rule Types.

4.

For some rule types, you must select an operator and a value. See Rule Evaluation Operators.

5.

Save your changes.

In the future, you can update the rule as needed by clicking the Edit button for that rule.

Enabling/Disabling Rules
You can enable or disable Proactive Chat rules for each widget. However, you cannot enable/disable individual
rules.
To enable or disable all rules for a widget, select the widget, select Settings > Proactive Chat, and then check or
clear the option Enable proactive chat when a Chat Agent is online.

Changing Rule Order
Rules are executed in order, with the first rule in the list executed first, and each rule executing in turn.
To change the order of rules, so that some rules execute before others,
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1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Proactive Chat.

2.

Click the View icon for the rule that you want to move. Note that you can view multiple rules at a time.

3.

To move a rule to the top, click the Move to top button for that rule.

4.

To move a rule to another position in the list, click the handle icon to the left of the rule; this icon looks
like two vertical rows of dots. Drag the rule to the appropriate position in the list.

5.

After you have finished re-ordering the list, save your changes.

Duplicating Rules
To save time, you can duplicate an existing rule and modify it, rather than create a new rule.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Proactive Chat.

2.

Locate the rule that you want to duplicate and click the rule’s View icon.

3.

Click the Duplicate button. The duplicate rule appears at the bottom of the list.

4.

Edit the new rule as needed and save your work.

Deleting Rules
To remove a rule, select the widget and then select Settings > Proactive Chats. Click the Delete button beside the
rule that you want to remove. Save your changes.

Setting a Chat Re-Engagement Interval
You can specify how long to wait after a visitor closes a proactive chat invitation to send a follow up proactive chat.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Proactive Chat.

2.

Assign a value, in minutes, to the option Proactive chat re-engagement delay. Save your changes.

Setting Sound Options and Agent Assignments for Chat Rules
To configure sound notifications and chat assignments for a Proactive Chat rule,
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Proactive Chat.

2.

Click Edit for the rule that you want to update.

3.

In the bottom left corner, click View Advanced Settings.

4.

Select a sound or set the Sound Notification option to None.
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5.

Indicate how you want Proactive Chat sessions to be assigned. Some organizations may want specific
agents to handle proactive chat sessions.
•

Any available agent – This option routes Proactive chat sessions to any available agent.

•

Specific agent – This option lets you specify a list of agents who will handle proactive chat responses.
You define the list by choosing an agent and then adding additional agents to the list. Click +add
agent to add a new agent to the list. Click the delete icon to the right to remove an agent from
the list. You cannot re-order agents at this time.

Canned Phrases (Shortcuts)
You can set up canned phrases, for agents to use during their chats with visitors. You do this by selecting the widget and choosing Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts. There, you will see any canned messages that have already
been defined.
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Each canned message will have a shortcut. For example, the default Welcome phrase has the shortcut /welcome.
The agent can include the full phrase during a conversation by typing just the shortcut \welcome.

Creating Canned Phrases
To create a new canned phrase,
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.

2.

Click +Add new shortcut. A new row opens at the top of the table, for you to enter the information from
this new message.

3.

Enter the agent shortcut in the Command field. This is the string that the agent will type. You do not need
to enter the leading forward slash character; the system will prepend that character for you.

4.

Enter the phrase in the Message field. This can be one or more sentences or paragraphs.

5.

Save your changes.

Searching for a Canned Phrase
If you have a long list of defined canned phrases, you can search for a specific message.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.
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2.

In the Search field above the list, enter part of the name of the shortcut. For example, if you are looking
for the welcome message, you can enter wel into this field.

3.

When you press Enter, the list will show only those phrases that contain the string that you entered.

4.

To clear the search field, click the small x on the right edge of the Search field.

Editing Canned Phrases
To revise a canned phrase,
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.

2.

Locate the phrase that you want to update and click the Edit icon on that row.

3.

Make your changes to the command shortcut or the message itself.

4.

Save your changes by clicking Accept Changes (this icon replaces the Edit icon)

Deleting Canned Phrases
To remove a single canned phrase,
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.

2.

Locate the phrase that you want to remove and click the Delete icon on that row. Save your changes.

To remove multiple phrases, select each phrase’s checkbox and then click Delete Selected.
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Importing Canned Phrases
You can import canned phrases instead of entering them one at a time. You must have the shortcuts stored in a
CSV file into order to import them into MaxChat.
IMPORTANT!

You must choose whether to append entries to the list or replace the original entries with the
entries in the CSV file. If you choose the Replace option, your existing messages will be removed!

1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.

2.

Click the Import button.

3.

Choose the file.

4.

Click Append (to add entries to the existing list) or Replace (the replace the current list with the entries in
the CSV file; this will override any current entries).

5.

Save your changes.

Exporting Canned Phrases
You can export your canned phrases to a CSV file, to then edit and upload.
1.

Select the widget and then select Settings > Agent Settings > Shortcuts.

2.

Click the Export button.

3.

Provide a name and location for the file. Click Save.

Advanced Configuration
This section describes additional tasks you may need or want to configure for your account.

Adding SMS DID Chat Numbers for a Widget
To add DID chat numbers to a widget,
1.

Select the widget and then choose Settings > Channels.

2.

Click Add SMS-to-Chat Number.

3.

To choose a number, enter the area code and click Search. From the list, click the buy button for the
number that you want.

Integrations
If you want to configure various integrations, as seen on the Settings > Integrations tab, contact your Altigen representative for terms and pricing.
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Design Studio
A separate guide, MaxChat Design Studio Guide, describes how you can customize the colors, fonts, fields, and
content of visitor-facing elements such as the chat box.

The Dashboard
Once your service has been configured and your agents are busy chatting with visitors, you can monitor active
chats by visiting your Dashboard. Just pick the widget and click the Dashboard tab in the left panel.
The Dashboard shows the number of chats in progress and the number of visitors in the queue waiting to chat. It
also shows you agents who are online, offline, and paused.
You can switch between single monitor view or multi monitor view – multi monitor view shows multiple widgets as
opposed to a single widget.
The non-admin view shows the dashboard without any sensitive data.

Viewing an Active Chat
To view an active chat,
1.

Click Chats in progress to see a list of the ongoing chats

2.

Identify the chat of interest and click the Details link to open the transcript for that chat.

3.

Refresh the page periodically to see the most recent messages in the conversation.

Chat Transcripts (Logs)
You can view the chat log for a specific widget. Each log entry represents a single conversation.
The log shows details about each chat such as the date, the time, the visitor’s email address, and other pertinent
data.
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These transcripts are kept for the life of your account unless you specify data-retention limits (see Set
Data Removal Options.)

You can export logs to CSV files as needed. However, you cannot export the actual chat transcripts.

Viewing Chat Details
To view details for a specific chat session,
1.

Select the widget and then choose Logs. The Chat Logs subtab will open.

2.

Locate the chat that you are interested in. You can search by email address; you must enter the full email
address (wildcards are not supported for this search).

3.

When you locate the chat of interest, click that entry’s Chat link.

4.

You will see the details of that conversation in a new browser tab. These details will include data about
the chat and the visitor, in addition to the actual conversation between the agent and the visitor.

Downloading a Monthly Log Report
You can export a predefined monthly log report. You can also export custom reports; see the next section.
1.

Choose the widget and then select Logs > Export Logs. This page shows you the automatically generated
monthly reports.

2.

Click a report to download it to a CSV file.
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Exporting a Custom Log Report
You can export a custom report as needed, choosing a start date and time period.
1.

Choose the widget and then select Logs > Export Logs.

2.

In the Custom export section, choose a start date and a report period (in days).

3.

Click Export to CSV.

Erase Data for a Specific Visitor
If a visitor requests their data to be removed, you can search through the logs by email and then delete all the data
associated with that email.
1.

Choose the widget and then select Logs > Chat Logs.

2.

Enter the visitor’s full email address in the Search field and press Enter. All logs for that email address will
appear in the search results.

3.

Select all of those logs (by checking the checkboxes) and then click the Erase Visitor Data button. Those
log entries will be deleted.

Note: You can set automatic data retention periods; see Set Data Removal Options.
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